
Guitar-Muse.com Pedalboard
Here it is at last, the Guitar-Muse Pedalboard.  You can make it 12" X 
24", the size we build here, or any size up to 18" X 36".  If you need more room than that, make two 
smaller boards and hook them together.  Otherwise, after you load your pedals on, the weight will be 
excessive.  So, let's get started!

Please read the directions all the way through before you start cutting wood!  

Let's talk SAFETY for a second, too.  If you aren't 'power tool friendly', get a friend to help you who 
does know about power tools.  It's a little more difficult to play the guitar if you have fingers missing!  
I'm serious about this.  Don't use a power saw if you feel uncomfortable.

DO NOT build this board from scratch if you do not know how to be safe with power tools!  It is 
beyond the scope of Guitar-Muse.com to teach you the proper safety procedures required.  Guitar-
Muse.com, the author of this article, Doug Knight,  and any of Guitar-Muse.com's writers, editors, 
partners, or owners or advertisers are not responsible for any damages or injuries sustained as a 
result of this article, plans or instructions.  By attempting to build this or any of the pedal boards 
shown in the article, plans or instructions, you are agreeing to hold everybody connected to Guitar-
Muse.com harmless from responsibility should your use of the aforementioned article, plans or 
instructions result in injury to anyone or damage to anything.  Meaning: Use at your own risk!

This is 1/2" birch ply in a 24" X 48" piece.  I was 
unlucky enough not to be able to buy a piece of a 
sheet so I had the Lumberyard cut it into four 2' X 4' 
pieces for me.  Since I have to make several boards 
and tops, I'm going to need the materials anyway.  

If you want a board bigger than  what we are showing 
here, you'll need to lay your board out a little 
differently to get the length on the 2' X 4' piece.

For any size board, from 6" X 6" to 18" X 36", you will need the board surface, in whatever dimension 
you are building, plus one front support (between 2 and 4" wide X the length of your board), plus 2 side 
supports for boards up to 24" wide, 3 supports for a 30" wide board, and 4 supports for a 36" board.  
See the plan pack for the layout details for each size board.
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This is the size you should be able to buy at the home 
center, 2' X 2' square, 1/2" birch plywood.  Really 
pretty stuff.  We want it for its strength to weight and 
thickness ratio, though.  You'll be able to mash on the 
board without worrying about it breaking, within 
reason of course.  Don't test it by getting your 300lb 
buddy to jump on it!

I can stand on mine and I weigh 215lbs.

Materials you will need:
1. Your board material.  For the 12" X 24" board, you will need 1, 24" X 24" piece of ply. The home 

center probably has these cut already.  If not, they will probably cut them for no or a small 
charge so you can transport them home.  If you have to buy the whole 4X8 sheet, you and 1-3 
buddies can all build together! If your board is bigger, you will need more material.

2. Buy some Elmer's or Titebond wood glue while you're at the center.  A small bottle should be 
enough.  Buy a small container of lightweight spackle, too.  "OneTime" brand or similar.

3. Velcro to hold the pedals in place.  Don't scrimp here.  Buy the "industrial strength" stuff, as big 
as you can get it.  Get more than you think you will need.

4. I recommend using a close napped carpet on the board for your velcro to hold onto. I like this 
idea as it also dresses up the board surface and makes it non-glare.  Self stick carpet squares 
would be the easy way to go, in black, charcoal grey... something along that line, but... if bright 
red is your thing, go for it!  (It's YOUR board.)

5. Small nails.  Probably #4 brads, 1" to 1 & 1/4" long, headless.  (If you decide to use plywood 
thicker than 1/2", get 1&1/2" brads.)   The nails are just to hold things together until the glue 
makes the joints permanent, and add a little mechanical stiffening for later.  If you rent a brad 
nailer, get the brads that fit it, about a #4 size,  1" long will be fine. (1 &1/4 or 1&1/2" for thicker 
ply)

6. If you want to add rubber feet to your board, pick them up at the center, while you're there.  
1/2" diameter, with a built-in nail.  Get 4, for up to a 30" long board.  Get 6 for a 36" board.

7. You will need a small handle, also.  Size it for the board size you're building.  Use 2 if you want.

Look over the plans to get familiar with the design.  Remember, you are supposed to be reading this 
before you go get the materials.  Make a list of what you need as you read through.  THEN go to the 
home center and buy what you need.
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Getting Started:
The first thing you need to do is lay out your pedals.  The easiest way is to use a piece of brown craft 
paper.  Stretch it out on the floor or table and lay your pedals on it in the order you want them on the 
board.  If you have a power supply, lay that out, too.  Use your cables if you have them so you can 
gauge the amount of room the whole setup is going to need.  There are other articles to tell you what 
order to use but, for now, that makes no difference.  Measure the width and length of the space you 
need.  If it's more than 18" X 36 ", you may want to consider building 2 smaller boards for convenience.  
A big board is going to be heavy once it's loaded with pedals, even worse if you put a top on it.  I'd 
rather have multiple smaller ones personally, but this is a decision you will have to make.

Take a look at plan page 1.  The plan shows a single layer board, that you can make to any dimension 
you want.  You'll just need a larger piece of lumber.  We were originally doing a plan with options for 
cable slots.  In retrospect, there really isn't any reason to cut slots if you are using the Planet Waves, 
Lava Mini or George L's cable kits or Musician's Gear couplers for your cables, which you should be.  
Making your own custom length cables is the way to go, but you may need to hide power supply cables. 
I make neat bundles and cable (or zip) tie them together.  That way I have the length if I need to add or 
change things later.  You decide.  If you want to cut a slot or slots in the board, I have a plan for that 
that I will include in the final package.

The 12X24 board we build will do 8 to 10 pedals, add a wah and you lose an extra space because of the 
length of the wah pedal.  Same for a power supply.  You may be able to put your pedal power supply 
above your wah.  You lay it out and decide.  Then you can't blame me later!!

*** These dimensions are what we used for a basic pedalboard.  You can use whatever dimensions you 
want, based on the number of pedals you have to house on the board.  Do be aware that the pedals 
add lots of weight to the board. ***  Sorry, but I can't stress this enough.

The 12" X 24" board can be made with a single 24" X 24" piece of ply, supports and all.  A 24" X 48" 
piece of ply (1/4 sheet) will make an 18" X 36" board or smaller, and still have enough material left over 
to make the supports.  Bigger than that is overkill.  Make two boards.
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Follow along on plan page 1

Here you can see me laying out my pedals on the wood. 
I've measured my 12" line and drawn it on the ply, then 
I laid the pedals out and guesstimated the room each 
will need with the power and signal jacks in place.  Use 
90 degree jacks, not straight ones, on the connecting 
cords.

It's pitiful, I only have 3 pedals!  I plan to get more... 
really.

Here's something you want to consider when laying out 
your pedals:  See how much lower the switch on the silver DOD pedal is than the Boss pedal behind it.  
Put your taller pedals in back (toward the top) so you don't mash the knobs on the front row while 
trying to hit a footswitch in the back row.  You can see by the ruler that this size pedal only takes 6" of 
length so this board holds 2 rows of these.  Bigger pedals use more room.  The CryBaby wah takes 
almost the whole 12 inches.

Measure out the dimensions on your chosen material.  The grain of the plywood makes no difference.   
Use your square to check how square the factory end of your wood is.

Once you have the wood dimensioned, lay the masking 
tape across the plywood, roughly centered on the 
marks.  See how I wrapped it around the ends of the 
ply?  That keeps the end from splintering when you 
cut.  The point of the tape is to keep the ply surface 
nicer so you don't have to clean up so much.  Yeah, 
you have to measure twice but you have to find the 
location for the tape, so it's right, then mark the tape 
for the finished cut line.
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Here, I show using the yardstick to measure the 12" 
on the blue tape.  If the end of your ply is square (the 
left in the picture at left), you can measure as shown 
and at the other end of the tape and use the 
yardstick to make the line.

                  Here is the ready-to-cut line on the tape.

Here, I show the cutting of the board.  The finger 
indicated on the saw, is run along the center of the cut 
line to guide the blade along the right path.

To the right you can see the tape fraying along the 
side of the blade.  Your wood underneath will be in much better shape, though.
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Look at the picture to the left.  See how frayed the 
cut edge of the tape is?  Look at the wood when the 
tape is pulled off.  It looks pretty good.  (I didn't do 
this stuff for a lifetime for nuthin'!)  ;-) 

Here we have the 12" X 24" board cut and are pulling 
the tape off.  Do it as the caption of the picture 
instructs for best results.

Once you have the tape removed, use your sanding 
sponge, block or sandpaper to smooth the edge.  I 
know I have a couple of sanding sponges around here 
somewhere but do you think I could find them for the 
photo shoot... heck no!

Anyway, push away from the work at a slightly 
downward angle, as the caption says.  Move along the 
work until you're satisfied with the smoothness.

                Here's a finished edge ready for the next step.
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Now you are going to find what angle you want the board.  Lay the 
board on the floor and prop the top edge up with books, or what have you, until you have a good angle 
you like.  Then measure the distance from the bottom of the board to the floor.  Make sure you 
measure at a 90 degree angle to the BOARD not the floor.  Look at the side view on plan page 1 and 
place your ruler in the same position as the "top support" shown.

To the right is the board, supported at the height 
needed to make the angle I want.  I got away with a 
2" tape roll.  Try it on the floor, with your pedals, 
especially a wah, to get the right angle that feels 
comfortable to you.

The picture at left shows my measurement but 
doesn't show the angle very well.   The whole 
thing was right but I must have tilted the camera 
a little.

At any rate, you can see the distance is  2 & 5/8".  
This will be the width (height) of your front 
support.  Mark this on your wood, lay down your 
tape and make the finished cut line just like 
before.  After you have it cut, peel the tape and 
clean it up with your sanding sponge, then move 
on to the next step.

To the left is the trial fit of the front support.  You can see the 
angle better here.  This is the angle used to measure the 
height of the front support.
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The picture to the right shows the brads I used to assemble the 
board.  They are #4 brads (no heads) about 1 & 1/4" long.  
I am assuming (yes, I know what they say about that 
word) you are using 1/2" birch ply.  If not, adjust your brad 
size accordingly.

To the left, we have tested our front support and found it 
okay.  Next, we need to measure for the nail pilot holes we 
are going to use to hold the front support in place while 
the glue sets.  Put a mark 1/2" from each end of the board, 
one in the middle (12") then mark the center of the two 
remaining spaces.  Just mark 12 and 18".  Close enough.

Now make those marks into an "X" by measuring in 
1/4" from the edge and marking a line across the 
ones you marked in the last step.  This puts the 
nails in the middle of the 1/2" plywood.
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To the right, I have drilled the 1/16" pilot holes at the locations I 
marked above and inserted the nails.  Next, block the 
other side of the board up so it is fairly level when 
you place the top support under it.  It will be much 
easier to drive the nails if the wood is in this upright 
position instead of an angle.

Now run a bead of glue along the top of the top 
support, line everything up flush on the outside 
edges - don't worry about the glue that oozes out - 
and drive in the nails.

Here's what you should end up with.  The corner 
where my hand is should be 90 degrees and the 
front and ends should be flush... or pretty close.

A wet, not sopping, paper towel will make short work of 
the excess glue.  Just wipe it up, inside and out.
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We need to measure for the side 
supports.  Measure up 1/4" from the 
bottom of the top support and make 
a mark as shown at right.

Slide your ruler along the side of the 
board from the front, until you find the 
spot where the 1/4" mark intersects the 
bottom of the board.  Mark that point. 
Keep your ruler vertical.

Now measure the distance from the 
mark on the front support to the 
inside corner of the top support/board 
intersection.  (Where you just nailed 
the two pieces together.)  I got 2 & 
3/8" but you will get your dimension, 
depending on how high your front 
support is.
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The same holds true here.  Measure 
from the inside corner, but along the 
board this time.  Mine is 10 & 3/8".  
Yours will be your dimension from 
your board angle.  Nothing is right or 
wrong.  Everyone's board will be a 
little different.

If you're building a bigger board, your 
dimensions will be bigger.

Please remember that there is no "right" dimension for any part of the board.  If you are copying the 
board I built here, the top support will be 2 & 5/8" high.  If you are building the board that you need for
your pedals, your dimensions will be what your design requires, not what I get on the board I'm
building here.  If you purchase a kit or finished board, you'll get the board built here.

To the right, I have marked the front 
dimension, 2 & 3/8", and the top 
dimension, 10 & 3/8".  Now I'm marking a 
cut line to make the triangle side support. 
You should lay your tape in position and 
mark the cut line on it just like you have 
done before.

Now, use the same measurements you 
have for this side, and mark the triangle 
as a mirror image on the other end or 
other side of the board.
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My left and right side supports are 
shown at left, pre-tape.  If your 
board is over 30" long, make a 
third support for the center.

Once you have the pieces cut out, 
clean up the edges with your 
sanding sponge.  Turn your board 
over and place the pedal surface 
down.  Test fit your side supports 
to the board.  They don't have to fit 
perfectly, but they should fit pretty 
well or the board won't be strong.  
If you need to remake them, do 
that until you're happy with them.

Here, I've tested the fit of the supports and I'm 
happy with them.  Now, take a brad and slide it 
along the support, in the picture at left, along the 
line below the "slide brad" label.  Find the spot 
where the brad will not break through the top of 
the board when driven in all the way.

The brad should be perpendicular to the bottom 
of the side support, as shown.  Mark the location 
when you find it.  If you needed a center support, 
mark that one too.

Now use the brad to measure the lowest spot on the front support where you can drive a nail into the 
side support without it poking out the bottom.  I didn't take a picture of this but I think you'll get the 
idea when you look at the next few pictures.
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Look at the picture on the right.  That's the front support facing the 
bottom of the picture.  See how far away from the 
top and bottom the nail holes are?  This is where 
you want to be.

The side support is sitting on the top, upside down. 
I have drilled the hole for the nail that goes up into 
the board and the nail is inserted.  I've also drilled 
two other holes into the top, between the spot the 
upward nail is and the front end of the support. 
Those nails are in place as well.  The only critical 
measurement is: stay 1/2" or more from the end of 
any plywood piece when you are nailing into the 
edge.  You'll split it if you don't.  Drill for the center 
support now, too.

                   Here's the bead of glue on the side support.

At left, the nail is inserted into the side support.

Now, place the pedalboard upside down on your work 
surface, glue up a side support, put the support in the right 
position (nice and even with the top support and the board 
surface) and install the nail through the side support into the 
board.   The nail has been driven in at left.
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Here's another picture of the side support with the nail 
driven in.

Now, install the nails through the top support into the 
side support. Hold the side support and the board 
together while you do this so the pounding of the top 
nails won't move the support away from the top 
support. Wipe up the excess glue and do the other side 
support the same way.  If you need a center support, 
measure to find the center and install it there just like 
the side supports.  Flip the board right side up and put 
a scrap of wood under the side supports (both sides) 
so that you can install the nails through the pedalboard 
into the side supports and install those nails.  Do the 
center now also.  Once you are done, make sure the 
glue is cleaned up and that all the joints are reasonably 

tight.  Step back and admire your work.  We need to let the glue dry for 10 -15 hours, to be sure the 
glue has set and dried.  Best just to let the board dry overnight.  Make sure it doesn't freeze if you live 
where the blizzards are getting you!  Tomorrow, skip to the finishing section.

Done for now.  Should look like the above pictures.  Grab your favorite adult beverage... good job.
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Hopefully, your hands look like the ones on the left, not the one on the right!

Finishing Your Pedalboard:

If you don't really want a finish, you're done, but we 
recommend you paint it for protection and as a better surface 
for the Velcro or carpet to stick to.  Painting is not required but 
you'll be glad you did later.

Use some lightweight spackle to fill the joints between 
the sides and the top, and the front and the top.  Once it 
dries, sand it down with your sanding block or sponge so 
it's nice and smooth.

Select your color.  Any color will work but a dark color looks 
best.  Choose a satin or semi-gloss for the board surface to give 
the self stick glue on the carpet or Velcro a better surface to 
stick to.  The sides and bottom can be anything that floats your 
boat. I painted my board with primer and then used gloss black 
rattle can paint on the top only, so my board is flat black on the 
sides and front.  Build up a couple of coats or until you get a 
good, smooth surface for the carpet.  You can paint with a 
brush, too.  No problem.
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I couldn't get self adhesive carpet squares in this town 
(!), so I bought a small, rubber backed "Accent Rug" 
from Walmart in black.  It measures 17.5" X 30", so 
there's plenty for a 12 X 24 board.  If your board is 
bigger than that, you can buy a hallway runner or 
whatever you need to get the size so there are no 
seams.  You might want to do this instead of the 
squares as it worked really well.

You can let your creativity shine here, too.  Throw in some 
color!

Lay the board on the rug upside down.
Notice the rug has a rubber back.  You want a flexible rug
that will adhere easily and that you can get flat on the board.
Don't use a hard backed piece of conventional carpeting.  It
isn't soft (flexible) enough.

Make sure you align the edge of the carpet with the 
edge of the board as shown at left.  You want that 
bound edge on the front to prevent the carpet from 
fraying

Hold the board down so the board and the 
carpet don't move, and outline the board on 
the back of the carpet with a fine point marker.
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 Cut the carpet along the line, leaving a slight bit 
extra.  Cut on the outside of the line.

Here is the glue I used.  Walmart has a selection of 
spray adhesives, as will the home center or 
hardware store..  Follow the directions for a good, 
tight  stick to the board.  I sprayed both the carpet 
back and the board, waited 30 seconds, and put 
them together.  Use caution here:  Spray outside as 
this stuff is stinky!  My wife almost killed me for 
doing it at the kitchen table. (Hey... it was raining!)  
Leave the carpet on the table and put the board on 
the carpet, carefully aligning the front edge.  Once 
you stick it - you're stuck, so be careful!

Here we are, all glued up.  Now, use your scissors to trim 
off any excess carpet.  It's easy and, if you scratch the paint, 
just touch it up.

I put a small carry handle on mine that I bought at 
the hardware store.
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If this is as far as you go, congratulations!  You're done.  You've made 
a functional and good looking board that you can be proud of.

If you have any issues or questions, leave a comment in the section under the opening article.  I will 
answer you.

If you want it just a little fancier... Download the instructions for trimming out the board with lumber.

The Finished Product!
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This is how I attached the pedals to the board.  The 
wah had rubber feet and I had to remove them and 
replace the screws with shorter ones for the Velcro 
to work.  

Use only the hook part of the Velcro.  The carpet is
the loop.

Yes, that Velcro really works with the carpet, even 
for that 5 pound Crybaby!  I'm holding the board 
about three feet in the air here and shaking it to try 
to
bounce off the wah... no luck.  It holds great!

Here's a closeup of the Velcro I used.  This stuff really holds on the carpet.  
Don't buy the Godlyke Pedal Tape for this, or, if you do, don't use the carpet.  
It isn't conventional hook and loop so it may not stick for you.
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